The typical truss-lattice material successively packed by repeated cubic symmetric unit cells consists of sub-elements (SE) proposed in this study. The representative continuum model for this truss-lattice material such as the effective strain and stress relationship can be formulated by the homogenization procedure based on the notation of averaged mechanical properties. The volume fractions of micro-scale struts have a significant influence on the effective strength as well as the relative density in the lattice plate with replicable unit cell structures. Most of the strength contribution in the lattice material is induced by axial stiffness under uniform stretching or compression responses. Therefore, continuum based constitutive models composed of homogenized member stiffness include these mechanical characteristics with respect to strength, internal stress state, material density based on the volume fraction and even failure modes. It can be also recognized that the stress state of micro-scale struts is directly associated with the continuum constitutive model. The plastic flow at the micro-scale stress can extend the envelope of the analytical stress function on the surface of macro-scale stress derived from homogenized constitutive equations. The main focus of this study is to investigate the basic topology of unit cell structures with the cubic symmetric system and to formulate the plastic models to predict pressure dependent macro-scale stress surface functions 
IN TRODU CTION
Truss-lattice topologies with the low relative density can be manufactured from high strength alloys due to a simple high press forming performance. Truss-lattice structures are fabricated by packing bent nodes with an interwoven polynomial punched layer (Biagi and Smith 2007) . The robust welding is applied to nodal connections. These lattice materials can be used as the cores of sandwich plates with solid flat faces. They are satisfied with the wide range of requirements. Truss-lattice materials have been characterized by providing very high stiffness with regard to light weight ratios. In addition, they can be used in multi functional applications ranged from the ultra light weight materials to automobile, aerospace parts, construction materials, furniture, and sporting tools with both lower producing cost and higher strength for compression. These lattice materials considered herein are generated by a uniform periodic replication of the characteristic truss unit cell.
The individual unit cell takes advantage of the successive packing of each layer by sharing all frame members with each unit cell. This packing system enables lattice materials to maximize the stiffness effect and light weight effect within the limited space.
Several analytical and experimental studies have been performed on the elastic property of the unit cell at the macroscopic level. Equivalent continuum elastic modeling of three dimensional (3D) octet truss (Fuller 1961) as the form of space periodic structure is generated by using the axial stiffness of its struts. This methodology for calculating this axial stiffness iss presented by Nayfeh and Hefzy (1978) ; this approach is similar to 3D crystallographic techniques in order to define feasible geometric symmetric groups associated with regularly oriented cells that organize the homogenized truss structure. Octet-truss can be satisfied with a deterministic equation for stretching dominated pin-jointed frame condition (Gibson and Ashby 1997) . Therefore, each parallel group of octahedral lattice struts mostly carries the axial load and axial stiffness due to stretching or compression response provides strength contribution to the elastic constitutive model (Doyoyo and Hu 2006) .
In this study, the macroscopic continuum constitutive models are created to predict the mechanical behavior of the unit cell structure subjected to multi-axial loading.
The relative density proportional to the strength of the unit cell structure can be controlled by the volume fractions of individual truss members. Thus, the relative density can be calculated by using this constitutive model. 
BASIC TOPOLOTIES FOR UN IT CELL ELEMENTS
Sub-element (SE) defined as the least sub-structure which consists of the unit-cell structure represents the basic material property of a symmetry base lattice structure with only three truss members. The typical structural systems of SE are shown in The whole unit cell element can be obtained by replicating these sub-lattice elements with the mirror symmetry or with 90 degree rotation at one reference axis. The detail packing of lattice elements to produce the cubic symmetric unit cell element is illustrated in Figure   3 . For example, octet unit cell element is packed by the eight sub-structures composed of the tetrahedral lattice elements. Eight lattice elements as the substructure of the unit cell element fabricate the effective material property of basic cubic symmetry structure on the 3D global axis coordinate. In word, both relative density and continuum constitutive modeling in the unit cell structure reflect on the structural characteristics of lattice elements. Geometric symmetries reduce the number of independent elastic constants at the constitutive model. In addition, they can produce the distinct axial resistance along any axial direction at the unit cell subjected to multi-axial loading. 
ELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
The high mirror symmetry group such as the cubic symmetry makes the process of stiffness and strength tailoring simple. In case of the cubic symmetric materials, the constitutive equations given in the matrix form are generally characterized by three independent elastic constants. These macro-scale elastic constants appear as the equivalent uni-axial stiffness (  ) including the volume fraction (  ) which each strut occupies
where,  represents the occupancy factor of the strut at one unit space    ·         and   denotes the cross sectional area and the length of the strut member, respectively. Hence, the axial stiffness of each strut member can be uniformly distributed into the unit volume space. Each strut aligned with the local member coordinate should be transformed into the global coordinate associated with its elastic constant using the linear transformation tensor ().
The transformation tensor can be converted into the dyadic product expressed as matrix form and tensorial form, respectively,
where,   indicates the unit direction vector which is aligned with the current direction of the longitudinal axis of the strut under the condition of small-strain formulation. Therefore, the macro-scale constant stiffness tensor for SE elements can be calculated as follows;
The characteristic for the cubic symmetry associated with each geometric symmetry group can be found on this constant stiffness tensor. Similarly, we can convert this tensorial equation into the specific matrix equation as follows Octet & Diagonal SE : Cubic SE :
In addition to the plastic deformation at the connected nodes, the contribution from the overall bending stiffness of the strut is negligible in comparison with those from the axial stiffness.
Vector notation for the macro-scale strain and stress is necessary to complete the elastic constitutive equations.
The macro-scale stress and strain are given to Equation (9) and (10), respectively
For ≠  case,   (i.e.   ) represents the total shear strain. The unit cell element can be generated by assembling these sub-elements (SE) as shown in Figure 2 . Similarly, the elastic stiffness tensor for the unit cell element can be formulated by superposing constant elastic stiffness tensors for component SE.
The complete elastic constitutive equations for all unit cell elements given in this study are summarized as follows;
where, the quantities of elastic constants,   ,   and   are given as follows;
For the octet unit cell element:
For the diagonally strengthened cubic unit cell element
For the strengthened octet unit cell element
The same size of the cross sectional area is applied to all strut members. Only three independent elastic constants are required for the basic constitutive equation as shown in Equation (11) 
Plastic Stress Surface
The analytical prediction for the macro-scale stress surface function can be derived by the macro-scale and micro-scale stress relationship shown in Equation (18). We recall the equation as the tensorial form. The general volume fraction for each truss member embedded in the infinitive unit cell volume are given to
The applied macro-scale strains can be transformed into the micro-scale strains with the unit direction vector.
Comparison between the analytical predictions and FE test results is illustrated in Figure 8 . 
This relative density is identical to Equation (16a).
(a) plastic surface in the axial-axial (ii-jj) space for the octet unit cell material (b) plastic surface in the axial-shear (ii-ij) space for the octet unit cell material To discuss the relative density of the lattice material, the hydrostatic stress is introduced to the stress surface.
The macro-scale stress function in the 3D domain and the failure state of the unit cell element subjected to the hydrostatic pressure are illustrated in Figure 9 . All interpolated lines from the interception on the macro-scale uni-axial stress intersect in the hydrostatic pressure points, H1 and H2. Therefore, we can calculate the relative density at the state of the hydrostatic pressure as follow 
The strain in the cubic SE can be calculated by substituting Equation (27b) into Equation (27a) as follows;
The analytical prediction at each performance stress level is derived to determine the stress function in the macro-scale stress surface Comparison between the analytical predictions and FE test results is illustrated in Figure 11 . The high relative density increases the envelope size. All results show good agreements at the extended macro-scale stress surface.
Therefore, good agreements confirm the accuracy and adequacy of the analytical predictions for the macro-scale stress surface. This equivalent continuum property from discrete truss members is simulated by the homogenization. The localized stresses at the micro-scale level were uniformly
CONCLUSION

